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BACKWARD CALCULATION OF QUARTERLY NATIONAL ACCOUNTS IN ITALY

G. Barbieri, F. Di Palma, S. Massari, F. Moauro and G. Savio

I. Introduction

1. At the end of June 1999 Istat, the Italian National Statistical Institute, published the new release of
Italian Quarterly National Accounts (QNA).  The data presented in that occasion, realised according to
ESA95 schemes, are the result of an important historical revision of quarterly figures.  The key factors
influencing the revision have been:  a) the adoption of the new ESA95 standards;  b) the introduction
of new classification systems (i.e. Nace Rev. 1 for economic activities, COICOP for Final consumption
expenditure of households);  c) the choice of new short-term indicators in estimating some quarterly
items;  d) the use of a new seasonal adjustment procedure, Tramo-Seats.

2. This paper summarises the main guidelines followed by Istat in the retrapolation of QNA data
backwards to 1988.  The data disseminated in the last release of QNA by Istat cover the sample
1988.1-1999.1, but for reasons explained below the reconstruction interested for most aggregates the
period 1982.1-1999.1.  The dissemination of Italian QNA for the years 1982-1987 is planned by Istat
by the end of this year, together with the publication of a thematic volume on the new QNA system1.

3. The terms ‘backward calculation’ or ‘retrapolation’ does not appear at all in ESA95 or in SNA93.
Even the recent publication Handbook of Quarterly National Accounts by Eurostat does not
contemplate the issues related to the data-reconstruction of National Accounts (NA) figures.  An
important consequence of this situation is that the approaches and rules followed by NSI’s in backward
calculating their NA could well differ, thus rendering the results difficult to be interpreted and
compared.  Further, QNA are generally used in short-medium term economic analyses to obtain
information useful in orienting policy decisions, in interpreting macroeconomic phenomena, in
forecasting the likely patterns of the relevant variables and in simulating alternative economic
scenarios.  Therefore, QNA are largely used within econometric models by private and public
institutions, academics and government organisms, and there is a growing demand for sufficiently long
and coherent time series.

4. In this paper, as it will become clear in the next pages, the terms ‘backward calculation’ or
‘retrapolation’ are intended in a wide sense.  In the particular context of QNA, these terms not only
stay, i.e., for ‘interpolation of unknown values from known ones’, but also for ‘changes and (possibly)
improvements under the new system’.  This probably will render the contents of the paper less
attractive for some readers, but we hope it will show how some basic decisions (regarding, for
example, seasonal adjustment, estimation techniques and interpolation methods, level of
disaggregation, …) may significantly affect the final results of the data-reconstruction process.

5. The plan of the paper is as follows.  In the next Chapter we summarise the more important innovations
introduced in the compilation of QNA in Italy during the last major revision and the general rules
followed for backward calculation of quarterly figures and indicators.  In the next three Chapters we

                                                     
1 Details on the rules followed in the past and on successive improvements in QNA system are contained in Istat

(1985, 1992, 1996) and in the literature cited therein.  OECD (1995) contains a useful summary of the
methodology followed in Italy in producing QNA.
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focus our attention on specific themes and aggregates:  prices and supply side (Chapter III), demand
(Chapter IV), and finally employment and earnings (Chapter V).

II. Generalities

6. Italian QNA continue to be compiled by using an indirect approach (see Eurostat, 1999).  In fact, QNA
unknown series are mostly derived by applying to the (known) quarterly stochastic and/or
deterministic indicators the estimated coefficients of the annual econometric relationships between the
(known) values of the series to be disaggregated and the historical indicators2.  The methodology
adopted is based, as it was in the past, on the work of Chow and Lin (1971) and is currently used for
distribution/interpolation (time disaggregation) and extrapolation (for quarters subsequent to the last
known value of the annual series) of the base series.

7. Being statistical in nature, indirect approaches suffer from situations in which the degrees of freedom
of the econometric relationships are low, as it is often the case of backward calculations.  For example,
if annual relationships are estimated using, say, ten observations, the consistency of the estimates may
be very poor, thus leading to unreliable results from the disaggregation process3.  This has been the
main reason that induced us to retrapolate the annual series of national accounts until 1982, the year for
which the more recent benchmark annual estimates were available4.

8. Another urgent problem when using an indirect approach to time disaggregation is the need for
availability of long and consistent time series of related (stochastic) indicators for the annual data to be
disaggregated.  In this respect, the problems generally faced by NSI’s could be summarised as follows:

a) Under the new system, the same indicators of the previous release could be adopted, but they must
be preliminary aggregated according to new classification standards;

b) The pertaining indicators are available under different classifications within the relevant sample,
but they are defined simultaneously with an overlapping reference period;

c) The indicators used under the old system should be partially changed, re-based, or new ones
should be found to take account, i.e., of the differences in the methodologies imposed by the new
standards, the level of detail with which the new estimates have to be produced, etc..

9. The issue under 3.a) does not imply any relevant backward calculation problem for NSI’s,
notwithstanding it may induce important compositional effects on final results.  The issue under 3.b)
could be solved by using alternative approaches.  One possibility is to define a conversion matrix
which expresses time-varying compositional effects among different sectoral definitions and to use a
simplified state-space representation.  The Kalman filter provides a well-established procedure to
obtain optimal parameter estimates of state-space forms5.  A useful time-saving approximation of this
approach could consist in the use of benchmark conversion matrices and in their application to the

                                                     
2 Here the word ‘deterministic indicators’ stays for time trends and/or dummy variables.

3 Up to now, QNA have been estimated in Italy on the basis of at least fifteen annual observations (see, e.g., Istat,
1985).

4 One should remember that the legal regulation foresees backward calculations of QNA for the sample 1988-1998.
A description of the methodologies followed in the backward calculation of annual figures in Italy is contained in
Bracci et al. (1999a, 1999b).

5 For more details see Bracci et al. (1999a).
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overall sample by interpolation methods.  Simulation experiments have shown that the two preceding
approaches give qualitatively similar results.  The case under 3.c) results in the need of finding new
indicators with respect to those actually used (see, e.g., intangible assets, fishing, …) and/or in the
partial modification of the existing ones (indicators on a cash/accrual basis).  In these respect, a useful
reference is the list of indicators suggested in Eurostat (1999).

10. Another important problem to be faced in the backward calculation of QNA is the level of detail with
which the new estimates have to be realised.  Broadly speaking, NSI’s have to conciliate, given the
standards imposed by international regulations, users’ need for a detailed description of economic
phenomena with the availability of reliable statistical information.  Further, the detail and the degree of
accuracy of base statistical sources is generally greater for more recent years, and it is often too costly
to ‘reproduce’ for the past the same information available for more recent years.  The approach
followed by Italy in the calculation of ESA95 annual figures has been to produce, for the years 1992
(last annual benchmark) - 1998, the data according to a great level of sectoral detail (i.e. 101 branches
of economic activity), and for the years 1982 (preceding annual benchmark) - 1991, the data with a
minor detailed level  (i.e. 31 branches of economic activity).  Italian QNA, being based on an indirect
approach, were consequently estimated using (broadly) the maximum level of disaggregation available
for the whole estimation period of annual totals.

11. The disaggregation used in the compilation of the main aggregates is reported in Table 1.  It diverges
slightly from the A31 classification of ESA95 insofar it takes into account some peculiarities of Italian
productive structure.  It includes 33 branches of economic activity and this scheme has been followed
in estimating value added, employment and compensation of employees.  With respect to the A31
breakdown, the code DM have been split up into Manufacture of motor vehicles and Other transport
equipment, the code II into Communications and Transports and Storage.  Furthermore, the
segmentation between market and non-market activities has been adopted6.

12. The disaggregation chosen for the estimation of Final consumption expenditure of households and
Gross fixed capital formation is the result of a research work conducted on the statistical reliability of
the available quarterly indicators and on their econometric relationships with the annual totals to be
disaggregated.  In this respect, an intensive use has been made of those tests suggested by recent
econometric literature to measure and compare the gains and losses due to successive aggregations
(see, e.g., Pesaran et al.,1989, 1990).  The disaggregations finally adopted will be discussed in the next
chapters.

13. An important innovation introduced has been the adoption of Tramo-Seats (see Gómez and Maravall,
1997) instead of X11-Arima for seasonal adjustment.  The decision to move towards a model-based
approach has been taken on the basis of the theoretical and empirical findings obtained by the Seasonal
Adjustment Research Appraisal Committee, directly sponsored by Istat.

14. A number of other changes have characterised the last revision of QNA.  Though they will be
discussed further below, it is useful to summarise them now because they have had a direct impact on
final results:

a) The approaches followed in estimating QNA are now more closely related to those adopted in
obtaining annual figures (see in particular the input/output price system, current and constant
evaluation of imports and exports, gross fixed capital formation, the choice current vs.  constant
estimates);

                                                     
6 In fact, ESA95 considers the following type of producers:  market enterprises, market and non-market general

government, market and non-market social institutions.
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b) Quarterly intermediate consumption are now estimated without imposing a deterministic time-
profile;

c) Coeteris paribus, constant estimates of the aggregates are preferred as they give more robust
statistical results and inference is generally less affected by, i.e., spurious causality, higher
integration order of the annual data, …;

d) The decision to aggregate at the lower frequency the indicators before adjusting them for
seasonality has been generalised to all the series utilised in the analyses.

III. The price system and the supply side

15. Input/output quarterly prices are calculated following the same rules of the annual double-deflation
procedure.  In brief, the annual procedure consists in two steps:  the first, called pure-deflation, derives
output deflators by branch as a weighted average of domestic producer and export prices.  Similarly,
the input deflator is a weighted average of import and domestic producer prices by intermediate use.
The weighting system of domestic and foreign flows is taken from the 1992 input/output table.  The
second step, called controlled-deflation, consists in adjustments of the input deflators whenever the
pure-deflation produces significant differences between value added/production ratios at constant and
current prices.

16. Both quarterly and annual Italian price systems are fully implemented from 1992 on.  For the period
1982-91, old ESA79 estimates of input/output indicators have been used in retrapolating the complete
quarterly price system.  Therefore, backward calculation is obtained by expanding the old indicators by
branch through the 1992 benchmark conversion matrix, with weights given by the flows of production
and intermediate consumption for 1995, the base year for constant prices evaluation.

17. With respect to the past, the second step (controlled deflation) of the annual procedure has now been
incorporated in the estimates of QNA.  In fact, the annual differences between pure and controlled
deflation are directly introduced as intervention variables in the annual econometric relationships.

18. Value added, so as employment and compensation of employees, is now estimated according to the
breakdown reported in Table 1:  it includes 33 industry groupings and 5 type of producers.  As in the
past, quarterly production, intermediate consumption and value added of market activities are
estimated following the double deflation approach.  The main innovation concerns how value added at
constant prices is derived.  While in the past value added/production ratios were obtained by quarterly
disaggregating the extrapolated annual values, value added is now obtained by applying to quarterly
production (deflated with output prices) the estimated coefficients of the annual econometric
relationship between annual value added and production at constant prices.

19. Another relevant point concerns the treatment of indicators.  As said before, almost all indicators used
in the previous release of QNA have been made consistent with the new classification or re-based.
However, in some cases new indicators have been adopted or the old ones have been partially
modified.  This is the case of:

a) Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing, where quarterly production estimates are based on a new
indicator covering nearly 85% of total output.  Both output and intermediate consumption are
spread over the quarters according to fixed yearly calendars.  For fishing the new indicator is given
by monthly catches of several kinds of fish.  Value added at current prices is computed as the
difference between production and intermediate consumption, after they have been inflated by the
appropriate output and input price indices;
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b) some market service activities, where new basic information has been taken into account.  For
instance, the indicators used for Wholesale and retail trade and for Business activities now
incorporate information derived from the new 1992 input/output table, the last one to be compiled
according to ESA95 schemes;

c) a number of indicators related to Government’s activity and non-market services, which had to be
changed (whenever possible) to take account of the accrual recording principle suggested by
ESA95.
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Table 1- Classification adopted for QNA supply estimates:  grouping of industries and type of
producers
CODE DESCRIPTION TYPE OF PRODUCERS
AA Agriculture, hunting and forestry
BB Fishing M M M N N
CA Mining & quarrying of energy producing materials A A A O O
CB Mining & quarrying except energy prod. materials R R R N N
DA Food beverages and tobacco K K K
DB Textiles and clothing E E E M M
DC Footwear and other leather products T T T A A
DD Wood and wood products R R
DE Pulp, paper, publishing and printing E G S K K
DF Coke and refined petroleum N E O E E
DG Chemicals products T N C T T
DH Rubber and plastic products E E I
DI Non metallic mineral products R R A G S
DJ Basic metals and fabricated metal products P A L E O
DK Machinery and equipment R L N C
DL Electrical and optical equipment I I E I
DM Motor vehicles S G N R A
DM Other transport equipment E O S A L
DN Miscellaneous manufacturing S V T L
EE Electricity, gas and water supply E I I
FF Construction R T G N
GG Wholesale and retail trade;  repairs of vehicles N U O S
HH Hotels and restaurants M T V T
II Transport and storage E I E I
II Communication N O R T
JJ Financial intermediation T N N U
KK Real estate, renting and business activities S M T
LL Public administration and defence E I
MM Education N O
NN Health and social work T N
OO Other community, social and personal services S
PP Private households with employed person
QQ Extra-territorial organisations and bodies

IV. The demand approach

20. Quarterly estimates of Final consumption expenditure of households are made for three categories of
consumption (durables, non-durables and services) and twenty-four sub-categories.  Therefore, the
aggregation level has been largely reduced with respect to the old methodology (four categories and
thirty-six sub-categories).  The final ‘optimal’ level of detail has been found by comparing the
information losses due to aggregation with the statistical improvements obtained for the annual
econometric relationships (see Pesaran et al., 1989, 1990), and taking into account the requirements of
the ESA95 questionnaire and the COICOP classification, version 1.10.96.

21. The quarterly Household Budget Survey (HBS) is still the main source used in estimating Final
consumption expenditure, though estimates for some sub-categories (transport services, lodging,
domestic and household services, purchases of vehicles) are obtained by using more exhaustive
indicators (i.e. number of passengers, full time equivalent employees, vehicle registrations).  For
Restaurants and hotels a new composite indicator has been calculated which weights expenditures
estimated by the HBS with stays in hotels.
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22. Starting from the 1st quarter of 1997, the HBS questionnaire has been significantly modified.  When
compared with the old series, the results obtained with the new questionnaire  have shown a significant
level shift, an estimate of which has been obtained for each sub-category on the basis of the only
overlapping available quarter.  In effect, the limited number of observations of the new survey has
forced us to hypothesise that the dynamics of the old and the new series closely resemble each other.

23. The estimates have been initially made at constant prices and subsequently inflated using quarterly
disaggregated consumption deflators according to the twenty-four new sub-categories.

24. Estimates of Final consumption expenditure of general government are calculated by summing value
added and intermediate consumption excluding revenue from sales.  Market value added is computed
considering government wage costs, taken from administrative sources, and consumption of fixed
capital of government assets, based on a quarterly trend estimates.  Non market value added is
produced using quarterly per capita wage rates and employment data from the Labour Force Survey
(LFS).  The value of goods and services used in the production of non market services by central
government, regional authorities and social security institutions is used in estimating intermediate
consumption.

25. Estimates of Gross fixed capital formation are elaborated according to the following breakdown (Pi6):
Agriculture products, Metal products and machinery, Transport equipment, Construction (divided in
housing and other constructions) and Other products.  The main methodological changes with respect
to the past have been the use of new procedures in estimating Metal products and machinery and
Agricultural production.

26. With regard to Metal products and machinery, the first change concerns the commodity flow method
that has been revised according to the methodology used in estimating annual data, that is adding
imports to domestic sales (excluding exports).  As a consequence, the indicators used is now given by
quarterly domestic sales and imports of goods.  The second innovation consisted in the application of
the aggregation tests discussed above to the branches of origin, so that the fourteen branches belonging
to the sector of Metal products and machinery (according to the 101 branches classification adopted by
Istat) have been merged into two.

27. For Agriculture products, a production indicator has substituted the previous trend indicator.  It is
worth noting that the Other products sector includes now - according to the new ESA95 definitions -
intangibles assets (software, mineral explorations and artistic originals).  For the series estimated with
the commodity flow method, constant price values are obtained dividing current values by a quarterly
deflator estimated on the basis of a weighted indicator of domestic and import prices.  The same
approach is used for some of the remaining series, the others being estimated starting from constant
price values and then inflated.

28. Exports/imports of goods and services are now estimated according to the f.o.b.  evaluation.  The
availability of monthly Balance of Payments data from 1970 onwards has permitted a complete data-
reconstruction of all the items of the Accounts with the Rest of the World, so that annual figures are
now compiled - excluding some minor items – with a direct method, that is accordingly to quarterly
estimates.  As for annual estimates, quarterly constant price figures of imports/exports of goods are
now obtained by using the new series of Fisher-type price indices collected by the External Trade
Department of Istat.  As in the past, but with a greater coverage, imports of services are deflated using
an indicator which is the weighted average of the exchange rates of the main countries from which
Italy imports services.  According to the new annual estimates, the deflator used for exports of services
is now based on a weighted average of output price indices.
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V. Employment and earnings

29. New quarterly figures of employment have been the results of improvements in the construction of
indicators and of the use of a differentiated quarterly disaggregation for branch of activity and
typology of employment.  In particular, according the ESA95 definitions, the categories of
employment considered have been domestic employment, jobs and full-time equivalent employment.

30. Concerning the indicators, the main source for their backward calculation from 1982 have been the
LFS, the Large Enterprises Survey (LES) and other relevant statistics, as those collected by the
Ministry of Labour, the National Institute of Social Security, the Bank of Italy and the Ministry of
Treasure.

31. The change in the LFS in the fourth quarter of 1992 caused a consistent downward level shift in the
series of total labour forces.  An estimate of the ‘questionnaire effect’ - separated from the ‘economic
effect’ due to the recession experienced in that period by Italian economy – has been obtained by
comparing the outcomes of two forecasts:  the first obtained with the old series, the second obtained
back-forecasting the new survey.  Other difficulties, that entailed a great deal of work for the indicators
related to LES, stemmed from the shift to new bases, the introduction of a different survey and the new
classification of economic activities.

32. Quarterly estimates have been produced considering employment both gross and net of redundancy
fund and part-time.  The methodology followed in producing quarterly estimates of employment
reflects the procedure used for annual calculation.  The main phases of the quarterly calculation were:

a) The estimation of regular and irregular employment, derived from LFS;

b) The measure of second work positions, for which use has been made of an indicator elaborated
from a specific section of the LFS questionnaire;

c) The estimate of workers who benefit of redundancy funds, obtained by using quarterly data
provided by the National Institute of Social Security and the Ministry of Labour and Social
Security;

d) The evaluation of part-time employment, estimated by monthly information coming from the same
sources as in c).

33. The estimates have been carried out for employees and for the total employment.  Estimates for self
employees were derived as a difference between the two aggregates.

34. The annual data have been temporally disaggregated in two steps.  First, annual data have been broken
down into six industry groupings according to A6 classification and thereafter they have been
disaggregated using the quarterly LFS indicator at the same grouping level.  The indicator of financial
intermediation has been integrated with quarterly information provided by the Bank of Italy.
Moreover, the indicator of Public administration and Education has been constructed considering, from
1997 on, quarterly indicators obtained by the Ministry of Treasures.  For the period 1982-1996, the
series has been revised taking into account the old quarterly data.  Second, the results obtained in the
previous phase have been benchmarked using the 33 industry breakdown.  Finally, the last
discrepancies have been distributed on the basis of the weights of each branch of economic activity in
the 33 industry grouping.

35. Lastly, the input labour matrix has been constructed excluding workers that do not participate to the
production process as benefit of redundancy funds.  Part-time workers have been expressed in terms of
full-time equivalent employment.  Quarterly figures of this item has been obtained considering the
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information provided from National Institute of Social Security about the number of dependent
workers and correspondent hours worked.

36. The revision of Compensation of employees has affected all the 33 branches of activities from 1982
onwards.  This aggregate consists of two main components:  gross wages and actual and imputed
social contributions.  Quarterly estimates at current prices for each component have been obtained as
the by product of per-capita values and quarterly figures of full-time equivalent employees.  For
Agriculture, Fishing, Construction and for some kind of services the indicator used to obtain quarterly
figures has been represented by the monthly index of agreed wage and salary7 elaborated by Istat.  For
all the other activities the new survey on working time and wages in enterprises with more than five
hundred workers has been taken into account.  By using this information, a composite indicator has
been computed for the period since 1989.  This is constructed as a weighted average of the survey
figures for the enterprises with more than 500 employees and the index of agreed wage and salary for
enterprises with less than 200 workers.
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